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When and where

- debate started end of first 2000 decade (biology, statistics, medicine, etc.)
- growing in Computer Science since the ESEC/FSE 2011 Artifact Evaluation context (winner: Vouillon and Di Cosmo); see http://www.artifact-eval.org/
ACM policies: Artifact Review and Badging

**Terminology (not consensual yet!)**

- **Repeatability** \ same team, same experimental setup
- **Replicability** \ different team, same experimental setup
- **Reproducibility** \ different team, different experimental setup
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### Why it is important

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metadata</th>
<th>Evaluated software artifacts must be properly <strong>described</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Archival</td>
<td>Evaluated software artifacts must be properly <strong>archived</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification</td>
<td>Evaluated software artifacts must be properly <strong>referenced</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citation</td>
<td>Evaluated software artifacts must be properly <strong>cited</strong> (<em>not the same as referenced</em>)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This is happening outside of RDA
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The points of attention


Art. 3 (TDM) Limitations to text and data mining

Art. 13 (Upload filtering) threatens Open Access/Data/Source/Science as a whole!
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Calendar and actions

- vote of EU parliament expected end of April, please act now
  - Research http://sparceurope.org/copyrightreform
  - C4C https://copyright4creativity.eu
  - VoxScientia https://voxscientia.eu/

More info offline
Off the record
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We have a lot to do!